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Metabolic Issues    
 

Blood chemistry and metabolic issues play  

a large role on the recovery rate of a horse  

with any lameness issue, but especially on  

a horse with rotation with separation.  

Most likely he has been in an unhealthy  

state for years. Environmental challenges  

in addition to vaccinations, pharmaceuticals  

and many other insults added by a well  

meaning owner or caretaker. 

 

What happens when we get this horse in  

our care and just tackle the hooves? With  

restored hoof mechanism a myriad of  

additional toxins are released into the  

system by circulation. The already overloaded  

system can not deal with this appropriately  

and the horse "goes down". This means he  

can no longer stand upright. He is laying  

down a lot, which adds additional stress to  

his system as he was designed to be up and  

moving all of the time.  

Think of him in the same terms as a heroin  

addict - detoxification is hell. If he can get  

through it, even better, but he may have a  

weakened heart, liver, kidney or digestive  

system and will not be able to withstand the onslaught of detoxification. So, 

let's re-think the scenario: The horse comes into your care and you realize 

his circulatory, digestive and metabolic systems are  very compromised. He 

has been that way for years. Take your time to detox this horse first before 

you tackle the hooves.  

While there are many formulas out there for general detox, there is also milk 

thistle for liver detox, dandelion root for kidney detox, and foxglove to help 

the heart along. All these herbal remedies have their place and can help.  

For a nutritional detox you may want to try the program offered by 

www.vitaroyal.com 

For specific detox you can contact most of your instructors who are familiar 

with the detox modalities of the MSAS (Meridian Stress Assessment System). 

 

The horse's body will always be the most susceptible at his weakest link. If 

the weakest link are the hooves, you will be fighting an uphill battle without 

detoxification first. And you may loose the battle. 


